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creat i ve \ d e s i g ne r

ABOUT ME

Skills

experience

education

I am a Creative Graphic Designer and I have been creating design work since
2002. At that time it was simply a hobby; using social internet forums as a
place to learn and create for my fellow members of the community. I soon
realised that this was more than just a hobby and something I felt incredibly
passionate about. I knew from that moment that I wanted to make this more
than just a hobby; I wanted to make this a career.

ILLUSTRATOR
PHOTOSHOP
INDESIGN
SUBLIME
Microsoft office

ACE COmics
Oct 2014 – Present

Sir Charles Lucas
Arts College
2001 – 2006

JoLi Studios
Sep 2012 – Present

BTEC National
Diploma: Graphic
Design Digital Media
2006 – 2008

With this I made sure all my choices in secondary school would help me gain
access to further education. I then went on to a National Diploma (Graphic
Design Media) course for two years, achieving the highest level possible. This
then enabled me to go onto Higher Education, where I then studied a Degree
in BA (Hons) in Art & Design: Graphic Media.
Once passing my Degree I was hired at TCMC Creative (Braintree) and I worked
at this company for two and a half years. I quickly moved up the ranks from
Junior to Senior Designer and with this position I was tasked with handling
many different tasks, including: full brand management, logo design, web
design, brochures, leaflets, posters and signage (interior & exterior both
design and production).
Working in a small team enabled me to express my personal views and
concepts to the team and also engage with ideas from my coworkers; this
taught me invaluable communication skills. In those two and a half years I
learnt a huge wealth of information about the design industry, this included:
working and conversing with clients, managing time scales and projects,
organisation (projects & file management), understanding the client needs
and issues, setting files up for print, paper samples, printing techniques and
many more abilities that added to my overall design knowledge.
My industry experience is short but intensive, I hunger for experience and the
learning of new techniques, technically and creatively.

(Part Time Sales Clerk)

(Freelance)

Expertise
Branding/IDENTITY
TYPOGRAPHY
PRINT/DIGITAL
ADVERTISING
IMAGE Manipulation
WEB Design
Basic HTML/CSS

QUALITIES
TEAM WORK
PEOPLE SKILLS
TIME MANAGEMENT
CREATIVE THinking
HARD WORKING
RELIABLE

Interests
COMIC Books / ART
GAMINg / Designing
WALKING / Outdoors
MUSIC / Films

ARNOLD & LEftwich
Jan 2011 – Present
(Freelance)

TCMC-CREATIVE
Mar 2012 – Oct 2014
(Senior Designer)

Blacks Outdoor
Leisure Group
Oct 2004 – Mar 2012
(Supervisor]

(Triple Distinction)

BA(Hons) Art & Design:
Graphic Media
2008 – 2011
(Awarded 2.2)

The YOunger

EP Art wo r k \ M e r chi nd i s e D e s i g n

The Brief
The Younger are a UK based rock band, combining modern melodic pop with
the stratospheric sounds of stadium rocks heyday, The Younger are a band out
with something to prove.
Their debut commercial EP, ‘Have Hope’, is their ‘Ode To Positivity’; it’s a
collection of anthems for the ‘glass half full’ people. From the polished vocals
of Daniel Lawrence, to the euphoric guitar and keyboard work, right down to
the vigorous rhythm section, these seven tracks have common ground in a
backbone that exudes optimism.
The Younger came to me for design and artkworking for both their EP and
Merchindise, they wanted to create a powerful and striking image that would
catch the target audiences eye. Combining the two complete different faces to
form a untied entity. Prior work I researched into many different faces
and angles.
After finding the two images that were well suited, I began to manlipulate and
blend the two together using the clone tool. Once I was happy with the blend
outcome, the additional photo modification like levels, constrast and the rough
painted stripes were added and molded to the curviture of the face.
This design was used on varying medias, like EP cases, iTunes Album Artwork,
Pop-up banners & T-shirts.

The YOunger

Mer c h in dise Design
An addition to the EP artwork, The Younger tasked me to
design another part of their merchandise which was a tote
bag. They briefed me on what they were trying to achieve,
with that information I then began to design and develop
the type based design you see below and right.
This was created in Adobe Illustrator.

Partitioning Supplies Limited (PSL)

Co rp o rat e Br a nd i ng \ S tat i one r y D e s i g n

The Brief
PSL was established in 2012 by Craig Smith, an expert in partitioning supplies,
having worked in the industry since 2001.
We were tasked to create the company branding and corporate stationery.
Including; Business Cards, Letterheads, Compliment Slips and A4 Folders.
With the idea of using the concept of two seperated items to form the logo, I
was then able to develop from sketch to application of the four bar logo below.
I wanted to create the essence of partition using shape and colour to provide
the visual concept, so that the company could be recognised without the use
of text part of the logo.

PSL - Partitioning Supplies LTD
Cor por ate B r an din g

With the concept figured out, I then researched about
corporate colours and how some colours are more affective
than others. I found that the Blue and Red Constrasted
well together as well as being complementry to one and
another.
I wanted to recreate the look and feel into the typography
by having a typeface that was rounded on the corners, this
helps to connect the target audience back to the brand.

COlour Schemes

#c6e9f6

#04a2d8

Primary TYpefaces

AirStrip Four

Titles/Headings/Display Text

Nexa Bold
Titles/Subtitles

Nexa Light

Subtitles/Main Body Text
Secondary TYpefaces

#0f6995

Pantone
298 EC

Gotham Rounded
Titles/Headings/Display Text

Gotham Bold
#f27364

#e7203a

#981a38

Pantone
180 EC

Titles/Subtitles

Gotham Light
Subtitles/Main Body Text

PSL - Partiti oning Supplies LTD
S tat i one r y D e s i g n

The image left clearly shows the use of the logo
element in situation of the stationery design. The
A4 Product Catalogue is such a bold statement
which attracts the Target Audience, having the
element posititioned like that could allow the
client to use images in the shape making it
very versiltile.

PSL - Partitioning Supplies LTD
Statio ner y D esi g n

As the PSL logo element was such a big feature in the
branding I wanted to incorporate it as a design element
rather than just a logo. Clean, minimal and professional.

Coco-couture

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng \ P r i nt & W e b D e s i g n
INt eri o r\ E x t e r i or D e s i g n & ns ta l l at i on

The Brief
Coco Couture is a high end independant womens fashion retailer, which
is based in Colchester, Essex. They came to me with a clear idea of their
direction, they wanted to have a brand that was in the likes of Zara, Gucci &
other high-end Fashion brands.
I was tasked to create the logo and branding for the whole shop. Including:
Logo Design, Interior/Exterior Shop Signage, Website Design, Print Design &
Digital Design.
I started by researching about the word ‘Couture’ and it’s meaning. I then
began to develop the idea of a button based logo that incorporated the ‘COCO’
into the shape. As all of the stock that Coco Couture had was bespoke items
that you could only get from them. I felt that this was the main selling point of
the store and reflected that in the logo and branding.

Coco-couture

Logo Design & B Ran d in g \ Pr in t Design
Once I had the branding concept done, I designed and
mocked up what the bags for the store would look like. As
it’s incredibly important to have a well designed shopping
bag as it’s one of the biggest advertising elements of the
shop. Taking inspiration from Karen Millen and the use of
this silk matt-laminated card with then the addition of the
gold foiled logo and website address.

Coco-couture

IN t e r i or \E x t e r i or
D e s i g n & I ns ta l l at i on
Firstly I went to the shop location
to understand and gage what my
limitations were. After measuring
up the areas where I figured the best
places would be for design elements,
I created mock-ups using the photos
that I had taken to show the client.
The shop had high ceilings which was
great for me to ultilise. My first idea
was to come up with a bold graphic
at the till area to entice and welcome
customers into the shop. Seeing that
I had a lot of room to work with I
came up with the Needle & Thread
concept to go in both departments

Coco -couture
PRINT D esi g n

I also had to create interior P.O.S that would hang
from the ceiling to help customers to navigate
around the store. I wanted to create a ‘style’
rather than using departments as everything was
unique. The best way to sell is to sell an outfit
rather than a sinlge piece of garment. So I wanted
to incorporate that into the P.O.S.

of the shop. This design would be
placed on the wall which then went
onto the floor, creating a friendly and
unique customer experience.
After the designs were approved, I
then went into production. Cutting
the logo out of vinyl, weeding and
applying application tape ready for
application. Setting up for print
and application of the Wallpaper
design. The main signage that were
pre-cut letters to my specification,
I then had to apply the same vinyl
to the lettering to keep uniformatiy
through-out the store.

Coco-couture
Web Design

Coco-Couture also needed a ecommerce webstore,
once the back-end was confirmed I then began to
design the website taking insipration from Karen
Millen, Topshop, Asos and more. As everything is
unique in-store the website needed to represent
that concept by continuing the ‘Style’ departments,
as a quick navigational tool with then the most
popular garments on display.
The footer had to have as many call-to-action links,
with newsletter sign-ups and all the web standard
pages like ‘Cookie Law’, ‘Privacy Policey’, ‘FAQ’
etc. Not forgetting Social Media links!

Joanne Claire Design

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng \ P r i nt & W e b D e s i g n

The Brief
Joanne Claire Design was founded in 2003 to offer a Complete Interior Design
Service. Based in Essex, London and the surrounding areas, They work with
their clients to conceive and create interior design projects which are both
elegant and functional, and that create a comfortable environment in which
to live.
I was tasked to re-brand the existing company, with an aim of making the
image of the brand to be more higher end and represent what the company
stood for. This included: Logo, Branding, Stationery & Website.
I started off with researching the company and what type of brand other
competitive companies have. After this I then went onto researching about
colours and interior design what was in the trend and what was considered
high-end.

Joanne Claire Design

Logo Design & B Ran d in g \ Pri nt Des i gn
Once the basic concept was achieved (Logo and Colour
Scheme) I developed the idea of using a wallpaper style
pattern on the reverse of every printed documentation.
The client instantly fell in love with the whole concept and
mentioned that it was exactly what she was after from her
brand.

Joanne Claire Design
Web D e si g n

As the client’s career is all based on aesthetics
like design. I had to design a website that
displayed her interior design to the fullest.
With this in mind I decided that a full width
sliding website would be the best concept.
Keeping the brand together and using the

green/grey bar at the top of the website for
navigation and then introducing a left algined ,
semi translucent box to contain all the website
content. which allows the images to be the
primary item.

For the portfolio page, I came up with
idea of having the images in the content
as a mini gallery, but when you clicked
thumbnail image, it would then change
background image to the one you chose.

the
box
the
the

Which gave a unique functionality to JCD’s
website. As well as the thumbnail gallery it
also had a multi-page gallery so if there were
30 or so images you could easily navigate
through them.

Joanne Claire Desi gn
Web Design

BIOS UK Associates

Web Des i g n \ W e b D e v e lopm e nt

The Brief
BIOS (Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences) is a education based company that
specialises in helping UK Students create a career in Ocean Sciences.
BIOS UK believes that ocean science for human good involves not only research
with tangible benefits for communities and the environment, but also education
programs that highlight the many ways our lives are connected with the ocean.
We view education as a crucial part of global ocean science research, helping
to translate the work of our faculty into meaningful experiences for students
to understand the importance of oceanography in the study of climate change
and risk prediction, pollution and human health which covers marine habitats.
We were tasked to design and develop a fully responsive website.

BIOS UK Associates

Web D e si g n \ W e b D e v e lo p m e n t
As this was an attachment to the orignial
BIOS wbesite, I had to keep in mind of how
that website was designed and built. So taking
the initatial concept from the BIOS website.
I then designed the layout. Once the design
was approved, I started development on the
website starting with the base layout and then

adding in special and userfriendly functions
like; Smooth Scrolling, Smooth animations,
Back-to-top device friendly buttons, Anchor
links making finding content easier. The main
development process was making sure it
worked smoothly on major devices.

BIOS UK Associates

Web Design \ Web Develo p ment
To the left is the Home page design layout, which included a full
width sllider with Call-to-Action buttons. The footer contained
all the necessary links and information such as; Social Media,
Links to interal links, Contact Details and Chairty Company
Information. To the right is the Mobile version of the wbsite
cleary showing how the content would fluidly change to fit any
screen size.

Serpent & Co.

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng
Pri nt & W e b D e s i g n \ W e b D e v e lopm e nt

The Brief
Serpent & Co. are a new fashion brand that came to me for branding, website
design and development. The company has been set up by Ben Bruce, who is a
member of a internationally famous band called ‘Asking Alexandria’. He wanted
to create a company that could live up to and compete again other clothing
companies such as; ‘DropDead Clothing’ which is also run and founded by the
Lead Singer of ‘Bring Me the Horizon’.
They wanted a brand that could incorporate the music genera as well as being
high-end fashion. Keeping eveything clean and minimal that is rough around
the edges.

Serpent

&

&
Serpent & Co.

Primary TYpefaces

Log o D e s i g n & BR a nd i ng

Co.

Whilst sketching the shape I noticed that I could subtly
add in the name into the snake but using it’s body. As
you can see above, is a break down of the logo. Taking
the head of the snake as ‘Serpent’ the middle section as
rotated ampersand and the bottom section, as the ‘Co.’
using the end of the tail as the fullstop. I wanted this is be
a subtle as I could, so an on-looking customer that took
the time to notice it, would be suprised and realise that
there was more work inovled than intially thought.

COlour Schemes
CMYK

Serpent & Co.

Logo D e si g n & B R a n d i n g

As I have had a lot of dealings with clothing brands,
I knew exactly what the client wanted and needed.
The client gave me a concept that they loved. So
I had to take that concept and turn it into a fully
functional brand.
After many pages of sketches of the basic shape of
the snake, I began digitalising it with many edits

and tweaks to the shape until I was finally happy. I
wanted to make sure that Negative Space was used
to help form the shape and depth.
With the knowledge of that the logo needed to work
on every garment I create three versions. ‘Simple’
, ‘Simple Dusty’ and ‘Full’. These are then used
depending on the size and format.

C=0
M=50
Y=100
K=0

White

RGB
#f7931d
R=247
G=148
B=30

Black

DIN BLACK

Titles/Headings/Display Text

DIN LIGHT/REG
Titles/Subtitles

OPEN SANS

Subtitles/Main Body Text
Secondary TYpefaces

Pantone
137 C

Pantone
137 U

GOTHAM BLACK

Titles/Headings/Display Text

GOTHAM LIGHT/REG
80%
Black

40%
Black

Titles/Subtitles

Helvetica

Subtitles/Main Body Text

Serpent & Co.

B R a n d i n g \ P ri n t D e s i gn
After creating the brand and logo, I then mocked up
several different garments to show the client exactly how
the logo can be incorporated into fashion and ideas how to
actually use it. The client instantly fell in love with some
of my ideas and will be taking a few on board. Especially
the heat-pressed jacket!

Serpent & Co.

Web Des i gn \ W e b D e v e lopm e nt
Once the branding and mock-ups were approved, I
then began researching on how their competitors
have used their website and what items that
Serpent & Co. needed and wanted.
I wanted to keep the high-end look on the home
page, so I decided to go with a full width image
slider. That really has a huge impact.
For the mobile device version of the site, I wanted
to bring in that bright yellow/orange into the
navigation. The contrast in colours creates a bold
statement.

Serpent & Co.

Web D e si g n \ W e b D e v e lo p m e n t
For the Store Cataloge page, I wanted to keep it
as minimal as I could but subtly adding the ‘Dust
& Scratches’ into the backgorund, to keep in-line
with that ‘rough on the edges’ feel.
I also wanted to make sure that there wasn’t too
much information on the product pages, to keep it
clean and tidy. You can also see the mobile version
on the right and how I have designed the footer to
be easier to use on mobile devices.

Squawk Sports

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng \ W e b D e s i g n

The Brief
Squawk Sport is a Social Media based company that keeps you up to date
with all the latest sport news, competitions, videos and gossip from the web.
Allowing you to connect with fellow Squawkers and share your favorite games
and matches among friends.
I was tasked to create the company branding and the social media website
design layout. Taking inspiration from other social media websites and what
key elements that I needed to incorporate into the design. The design needed
to be easy to use and client friendly.

Squawk Sports

Logo Design & B Ran d in g
Upon designing the brand logo, I researched into doing a
character design but felt that made the brand look a bit
too childish, so I decided to develop the idea of have a
single ‘S’ that actually had two ‘S’ inside of it. To achieve
this I used colour and shape to define the two.

TYpefaces

COlour Schemes
CMYK
C=100
M=0
Y=30
K=0

CMYK
C=80
M=38
Y=23
K=33

Gotham Bold
Titles/Subtitles

Gotham Light
Subtitles/Main Body Text

RGB
#21617b

Pantone
633 U

R=0
G=171
B=189

Pantone
7467 C

Pantone
633 C

Pantone
7467 U

White

Black

50%
Black

Gotham Black

Titles/Headings/Display Text

RGB
#00aabc

R=33
G=98
B=124

Squawk Sports
Web D e s i g n

As I previously mentioned about the website
design needed to be simple and easy to use.
I then procceeded to design and develop the
layout of the website. Having Call-to-Actions on
every page which were bold and clear.
This website was a big task to come up with how
it’ll work using standard social media features
and the combination of new ideas. I needed not
just to think about the layout but also how it
function, displaying hover effects, animations,
pop-up boxs, images and videos. I also had to
come up with several icons that would refere to
different functions such as the Facebook ‘Like’
and ‘Share’ Button.
I also had to allow room for advertising as that
would be the majority of the income of the
site. So advertisement allocated areas were
designed into the layout.t

Shellfish Association of GB
Web Des i g n \ W e b D e v e lopm e nt

The Brief
Shellfish (SAGB) the industry’s trade body based at Fishmongers’ Hall, by
kind permission of the Fishmongers’ Company, one of London’s oldest livery
companies, which is also home to the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers, in
the City of London.
Their membership is composed of shellfish farmers, fishermen, fishermen’s
Associations, processors, commercial traders and retail companies including
restaurants, many of the Inshore Fisheries Conservation Authorities,
organisations such as Seafish, academics, scientists, consultants and anyone
with a passion for shellfish.
First founded as the Oyster Merchants’ and Planters’ Association in 1903, and
renamed the Shellfish Association of Great Britain in 1969, the association has
steadily extended its range of activities from “harvest to sale” in over a century
of support to the industry.
I was tasked to design and develop the website as the previous website was
very out-dated and had been hacked.

Shellfish Association of GB
Web Des i g n \ W e b D e v e lopm e nt

For the layout I based it from what the originally
had but to current web standards and the use of
high quality images and easy navigation.
When developing the website I added in as much
smooth animations, web fonts and functions as
I could to give the website a very professional
look. As I believe in giving the customer the best
as I possibly can for their budget. If it means
going the extra step then so be it!

LEO Qwest

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng

The Brief
Leo Qwest is a British vocalist and music producer. Infusing Indie Brit pop
with Electronic and soul. Experimental and smooth Leo Qwest’s production
takes you on a journey to the edge of the universe. Complimented by sharp
melodic vocals that open up a door to the world of the dreamer. Leo Qwest
describes his sound as being “music for the dreamers”.
The Client asked for a bright and colourful logo which he could also turn
into a mask.

LEO Qwest

Logo D esi g n & B R a n d i n g
Firstly I started of with a rough idea as seen on the in the
image on the far right. Once happy with the basic shape I
began vectorising the basics. The logo went through a few
different forms as seen below.

1st Basic shape and facial details,
with the hexagon style mane.

Added the hair detail into the
hexagon style mane.

Client wanted the mane to be
more of a rounded shape.

Rounded mane with a more refined
and symmetrical hair detail.

After the client was happy with the shape they asked for the detail
of the face to be less angry, as well as to remove the fringe.

leo

Q west

yellowducky

Lo go Des i g n & BR a nd i ng

The Brief
YellowDucky is a baby and toddler based retail company, selling
clothing to teething toys. YellowDucky was formed because of a
simple idea such as “With big families and lots of kids running
around, we wanted to build a family business that was passionate
to bringing the greatest and most innovative baby and toddler
products into a single place, so YellowDucky was born! Whether
you need essential items, just want something to make the kids
laugh or something a bit more practical, we are dedicated to
being the first stop shop for all parents; new or experienced”.
The client asked me to re-brand their current logo to represent
the brand better.

yellowducky

Logo Design 1st draft
Firstly I had the idea of creating a more friendly welcoming
charactorised duck but well within the same style as the
previous. As you can see from the far right image that the
first few sketches went through a lot of different styles
and angles.
After deciding on a angle and style I began vectorising the
duck. I reduced the detail on the features to work better
in different situations. It felt that it had a slight Japanese
style such as the ‘cute’ aspect, which I quite liked.

By matching the style of the duck with a rounded typeface such as ‘Oduda’, created a strong
brand that could be recognised fairly easily.

yellowducky

Lo go Des i gn Fi na l I d e a
After sending the proofs to the client which loved the duck and overall brand
concept; but regrettably felt it was not quite what they wanted the brand to be.
After a short discussion we agreed what the style the company needed to aim
for and how it could be replicated on custom product which they intend to
product in the near future.
I jumped back into the ideas stage and came up with a more minimal and
modern style. You can see the breakdown of the logo with the shapes that
contruct it, on the left handside.

Contact & References

Contact Details
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Scan me!
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